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Speaking of this, Fennel was silent for a while. He finished the wine in front of him and said after along time,
“It’s a civilization system that surpasses the other three doors. According to the various signs revealed, it’s
likely to be something left behind from the third-class civilization system.”

Hiss!

Philip’s expression trembled!

Just a tiny display from a second-class civilization was already enough to shock the world!

Now, the world behind the Clarke family‘s door was actually a civilization system that surpassed the other

three doors.

This was enough to make the world go crazy!

“Judging from your strength, has the Nonagon completely mastered the civilization system behind the door,
including the knowledge system and resources?” Philip asked after thinking about it.

Fennel shook his head and said with a self-deprecating laugh, “Those guys from the Nonagon are just a bunch

of useless trash. What they have mastered is only the earliest stage of the civilization system left behind by the

door. In the seven zones behind the door, the value generated in each zone can increase by hundreds or even
thousands of times! The division of the first zone is just to transform the selected disciples from ordinary

people. They are the cornerstone of the entire Nonagon and the foundation for the continuous development of
the Nonagon. As for the guys who have completed the training course in the first zone, like Venom Paine

whom you saw earlier, they can no longer be seen as ordinary people. Each one of them has their own

specialties. To put it simply, knives can’t penetrate their bodies. Even things like bullets can’t cause fatal
damage to them. The energy field produced by the surface of their bodies is enough to resist ordinary firearms.
This is the treasure left to us by that civilization system.”



Philip was astounded. Even bullets could not cause fatal damage to them?

Were they beings like Superman, then?

“In that case, what are the conditions that need to be fulfilled for fully utilizing the civilization system or

resources behind the door?” Philip continued asking.

Fennel did not hide anything and said, “The fifth zone is the dividing line. As long as you’re qualified to enter
the fifth zone and complete the course, what you come into contact with and understand will be a different
world. If you want to fully utilize the mysterious power behind the door or reach the ultimate form like Lucy,
you have to enter the seventh zone and go to the deepest area of the zone to complete the baptism. It’s not only
an enhancement in strength but also knowledge. It involves the understanding of this world, material matter,
energy resources, and manipulation.”

Philip’s brows furrowed as he asked, “Does such a person really exist?”

Fennel was silent, frowning as he said, “As far as I know, he does exist. He’s the one and only.”

“Who?” Philip asked.

Could it be his father?

Fennel said, “Doctor Manhattan from the DC universe. Do you know him?”

Philip frowned and said, “That’s just fiction.”

Fennel said, “That’s right, it’s fiction, but that’s the kind of power a person from the seventh zone can display.
For such a person, it’s better to use the word ‘god’ instead of ‘human’. They’re beyond human comprehension.
Although it’s only a comic character, it’s indeed achievable in real life. As long as you complete all the
lectures behind the door, accept the baptism of that civilization system, enter the seventh zone, and open the



door to the forbidden taboo, you can become the ‘god’ in the eyes of others and become an existence like
Doctor Manhattan.”

Philip was completely dumbfounded. How could this be possible?

This was no longer within the domain of his comprehension.

“You said that my father used to be in charge of the seventh zone. Is he that kind of existence?” Philip
suddenly thought of something and asked anxiously.

Fennel shookhis head and said, “No. Your father is the most talented and freakish one ever. He’s the only
person in this world who has successfully entered the seventh zone after entering all the other three doors,
apart from the door of the Clarke family. At that time, everyone thought that your father would become an
existence like Doctor Manhattan. However, at the last moment, your father got into an accident and chose to
leave. In his words, he saw the beauty of the other shore and touched the door that led to the forbidden taboo,
but he chose to close that door behind him instead. After that, the defector’s riot happened and your father left
the Nonagon.”

“Father gave up?” Philip was stunned. If he understood the meaning of Fennel’s words correctly, something
like that would definitely be what everyone yearned for.

‘Father actually gave up?’

Fennel nodded and said, “When your father chose to give up, he said that if he decided to become an existence
like that and opened the door to the forbidden, the only thing that we’ll face is destruction! All human
civilizations will cease to exist, disappear into the long passage of history, and turn into dust.”
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